




What do I get from the instrument? 

http://www.spectroscopynow.com/coi/cda/detail.cda?page=3&id=10162&type=EducationFeature&chId=4 
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Just for clarification 

!   Atomic mass 
!   amu, atomic mass units (uma??) 
!   “Da” or Dalton.  
!   kD (kiloDalton)  
!   1 amu = 1.66056*10-27 kg.  
!   proton, mp = 1.67265*10-27 kg,  
!   neutron, mn = 1.67495*10-27 kg. 

 





More on accurate vs. average 

!  Nominal mass 
!  The nominal mass of an ion is calculated 

by simply adding the integer masses of the 
lightest isotopes of all elements 
contributing to the molecule 

!  nominal mass of CH3Br à 
!   12C, 1H, and 79Br to obtain Mnominal= 94 amu.  



Accurate or average? 

!  Monoisotopic mass 
!  The monoisotopic mass is the mass 

obtained by summing up the accurate 
isotopic masses of the lightest isotopes of 
all elements contributing to a molecule 

!   e.g. for CH3Br  
!  12C, 1H, and 79Br à  Mmono = 93.9418 amu 



Exact Masses of Some Common Elements and Their Isotopes: 

Element  Symbol  Exact Mass (u)  Rel. Abundance %  

Hydrogen  1H  1.007825037  100.0  

Deuterium  2H or D  2.014101787  0.015  

Carbon 12  12C  12.00000  100.0  

Carbon 13  13C  13.003354  1.11223  

Nitrogen 14  14N  14.003074  100.0  

Nitrogen 15  15N  15.00011  0.36734  

Oxygen 16  16O  15.99491464  100.0  

Oxygen 17  17O  16.9991306  0.03809  

Oxygen 18  18O  17.99915939  0.20048  

Fluorine  19F  18.998405  100.0  

Sodium  23Na  22.9897697  100.0  

Silicon 28  28Si  27.9769284  92.23  

Silicon 29  29Si  28.9764964  5.0634  

Silicon 30  30Si  29.9737717  3.3612  

Phosphorus  31P  30.9737634  100.0  

Sulfur 32  32S  31.972074  100.0  

Sulfur 33  33S  32.9707  0.78931  

Sulfur 34  34S  33.96938  4.43065  

Sulfur 36  36S  35.96676  0.02105  

Chlorine 35  35Cl  34.968854  100.0  

Chlorine 37  37Cl  36.965896  31.97836 



!   Accurate mass determination to several decimal places, 
using a double–focusing mass spectrometer, enables the 
determination of molecular formulae and elemental 
compositions 

High Resolution Accurate Mass Measurement: 
Elemental Compositions 

 

!   For an ion of NH3 , the measured integer mass would 
be 17, viz., m/z = 17/1 = 17, for z = 1. 
 

!   In theory, this process can be reversed in that any 
measured mass leads to an elemental composition.  

 

•  For example, a measured value of 17 would imply 
the composition, NH3 . 
 

•  In practice, there are other elemental compositions 
which could add up to 17. For example, OH 
(oxygen = 16, hydrogen = 1), CD2H  (carbon = 12, 
deuterium = 2*2, hydrogen = 1). 
 



High Resolution Accurate Mass Measurement: 
Elemental Compositions 

 !   For larger masses, the possibilities increase enormously.  
 

–  At mass 100, there would be literally thousands of possible 
elemental compositions  unit mass is not enough! 
 

•  In fact atomic masses are not integers!  
 

–  C = 12.0000.  
–  O = 15.9949,  
–  N = 14.0031,  
–  H = 1.0078 and so on… 

 
!   The accurate mass for ammonia (NH3 ) is: 

14.0031 + 3 x 1.0078 = 17.0265 
!    The accurate mass of OH is: 15.9949 + 1.0078 = 17.0027, 

!   giving a mass difference of 0.0238 units between NH3 and OH, 
which are potentially separable. 
 

!   A mass spectrometer which can measure mass correct to several 
decimal places rather than just integer mass can be used to measure 
such differences  

!    RESOLUTION IS IMPORTANT  ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS 



m/z measured 
58.04189  

C3H6O  

Accurate Mass Determination 





What is mass resolution? 
 



!  The accurate mass for ammonia (NH3 ) is: 
14.0031 + 3 x 1.0078 = 17.0265 
!   The accurate mass of OH is: 

15.9949 + 1.0078 = 17.0027, 

!  giving a mass difference of 0.0238 units 
between NH3 and OH, which are 

potentially separable. 
 

 Δm = 0.0238 amu 
 m= 17.0265 amu for NH3 

 

Minimum resolution required: 
 

R = 17.0265/0.0238 = 715.4 
 

Lets go back to resolution: what do I need to 
separate them? 

 



500 10000 

Clenbuterol 
 m/z 355 



Sensitivity vs. selectivity 

When resolution is not a good thing? 



CLOROETHANE 

ACCURATE MASS, AVERAGE MASS, NOMINAL MASS,… 
 WHAT A MASS! 



Exact Masses of Some Common Elements and Their Isotopes: 

Element  Symbol  Exact Mass (u)  Rel. Abundance %  

Hydrogen  1H  1.007825037  100.0  

Deuterium  2H or D  2.014101787  0.015  

Carbon 12  12C  12.00000  100.0  

Carbon 13  13C  13.003354  1.11223  

Nitrogen 14  14N  14.003074  100.0  

Nitrogen 15  15N  15.00011  0.36734  

Oxygen 16  16O  15.99491464  100.0  

Oxygen 17  17O  16.9991306  0.03809  

Oxygen 18  18O  17.99915939  0.20048  

Fluorine  19F  18.998405  100.0  

Sodium  23Na  22.9897697  100.0  

Silicon 28  28Si  27.9769284  92.23  

Silicon 29  29Si  28.9764964  5.0634  

Silicon 30  30Si  29.9737717  3.3612  

Phosphorus  31P  30.9737634  100.0  

Sulfur 32  32S  31.972074  100.0  

Sulfur 33  33S  32.9707  0.78931  

Sulfur 34  34S  33.96938  4.43065  

Sulfur 36  36S  35.96676  0.02105  

Chlorine 35  35Cl  34.968854  100.0  

Chlorine 37  37Cl  36.965896  31.97836 











(a) only one chlorine atom (b) only one bromine atom 

c) one chlorine and one bromine atom 

3:1 1:1 

3:4:1 

















SOFT VS HARD 





ionizatio
n 

method 

typical 
mass 
range 

polarity 
of the 

analyte 

posit
ive 

ions 

nega
tive 
ions 

HR-MS GC-
MS 

metastable 
ions 

collisionally 
induced 

dissociation 

EI 1-1000 low yes no yes yes yes yes 

CI 60-1200 low-
medium 

yes yes (yes) yes yes yes 

FD 1-5000 low-high yes no (yes) no no yes 

ESI 100-500
00 

medium
-very 
high 

yes yes yes no no yes 

FAB 300-500
0 low-high yes yes yes no yes yes 

LDI 1-1500 low-
medium 

yes yes no no no no 

MALDI 500-
>100000 low-high yes yes no no no no 





How does a molecule become charged? 
 

•  The sample is introduced into the mass spectrometer, which 
is generally kept under high vacuum (<10-5 torr). ??? 

•  Compounds are converted into gas phase molecules either 
before or during the charging or ionization process, which 
takes place in the ion source. 

•  Many types of ionization mode are available: the type of 
compound to be analyzed and the specific information 
required determines which ionization mode is the most 
suitable.  

 
•  Once ionized, the molecule ion may fragment, producing ions 

of lower mass than the original precursor molecule. These 
fragment ions are dependent on the structure of the original 
molecule.  



Ion Sources 


